
DataMotion enhances data exchange and user experience with no-code, low-code, and pro-code solutions.
Our suite of RESTful APIs provides endpoints for developers to tailor interactions across the organization.
The DataMotion Integration Gateway (DIG) is key, integrating secure content into enterprise applications
like Salesforce, Genesys, and Microsoft 365, and clinical systems like Epic and Meditech, breaking down
data silos and ensuring security.

We support extensive integration with Identity Providers (IdPs), boosting user experience and security. Our
approach to zero trust, user authentication, and access management increases productivity and
compliance, offering a scalable solution for current and future strategies.
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BenefitsFeatured Integrations

our newest addition revolutionizing customer
engagement with AI chat, smart forms, expert
support, and secure messaging in one
seamless solution. Easily integrates with
major systems, ensuring secure and flexible
deployment to meet your business needs.

Discover JenAI Assist   ,™

Integrations
Seamless, Secure and Compliant Integrations

Businesses face challenges in exchanging files, records and messages seamlessly and securely across their
range of employee and customer facing systems. Secure message and file exchange solutions have
traditionally contributed to the problem by adding complexity and creating additional silos of data. 

Smart, Secure Data Exchange

DataMotion seamlessly integrates with existing
systems, enhancing efficiency and productivity by
eliminating the need for complex migrations or
disruptions in workflows. 

Seamless Integration

Our encryption technologies and stringent
compliance standards ensure data integrity and
confidentiality, mitigating the risks of unauthorized
access or data breaches. 

Zero Trust Design

DataMotion offers secure digital channels for chat,
email, and file transfers, fostering trust and
confidentiality in interactions with customers and
partners. 

Secure Channel

Our robust architecture allows seamless scalability to
handle growing data volumes and accommodate
projects ranging from thousands to millions of users,
ensuring continuous and reliable service. 

Scalability

We hold various certifications and accreditations,
including HITRUST CSF®, EHNAC and DirectTrust™
accreditation, ensuring compliance with industry
regulations covering PII, PCI, PHI, HIPAA and HITECH
for the highest security and privacy standards. 

Certifications and Accreditations



CONTACT SALES

Call us at 1 800-672-7233
or scan the QR code to make an
appointment

ai.datamotion.com
sales@datamotion.com

DATAMOTION
67 EAST PARK PLACE
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY 07960

Phone: (800) 672-7233
Sales: (973) 455-1245

Scan the QR code for
more information

ABOUT DATAMOTION
DataMotion is a trusted partner for streamlined and

secure digital exchanges within regulated

industries, focusing on the financial sector. Our

Secure Customer Engagement Platform, augmented

by Generative AI, revolutionizes employee and

client experiences, facilitating organizations'

seamless digital transformation journey.

Our solutions are architected with a zero-trust

design to enhance interactions in regulated sectors,

built upon our foundational pillars: the Secure

Engagement Platform, Generative AI, and human

expertise. Seamlessly integrating with a wide range

of applications and systems used by our clients,

DataMotion enables secure exchange of messages,

chats, files, and forms with customers through

employees' preferred platforms. These integrations

eliminate the need for fragmented solutions,

ensuring smooth and secure communications for

enhanced customer engagement.

48%
Efficiency gain by

integrating DataMotion.


